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Abstract The aetiology of idiopathic scoliosis (IS)

remains unknown; however, there is a growing body of

evidence suggesting that the spine deformity could be the

expression of a subclinical nervous system disorder. A

defective sensory input or an anomalous sensorimotor

integration may lead to an abnormal postural tone and

therefore the development of a spine deformity. Inhibition

of the motor cortico-cortical excitability is abnormal in

dystonia. Therefore, the study of cortico-cortical inhibition

may shed some insight into the dystonia hypothesis

regarding the pathophysiology of IS. Paired pulse trans-

cranial magnetic stimulation was used to study cortico-

cortical inhibition and facilitation in nine adolescents with

IS, five teenagers with congenital scoliosis (CS) and eight

healthy age-matched controls. The effect of a previous

conditioning stimulus (80% intensity of resting motor

threshold) on the amplitude of the motor-evoked potential

induced by the test stimulus (120% of resting motor

threshold) was examined at various interstimulus intervals

(ISIs) in both abductor pollicis brevis muscles. The results

of healthy adolescents and those with CS showed a marked

inhibitory effect of the conditioning stimulus on the

response to the test stimulus at interstimulus intervals

shorter than 6 ms. These findings do not differ from those

reported for normal adults. However, children with IS

revealed an abnormally reduced cortico-cortical inhibition

at the short ISIs. Cortico-cortical inhibition was practically

normal on the side of the scoliotic convexity while it was

significantly reduced on the side of the scoliotic concavity.

In conclusion, these findings support the hypothesis that a

dystonic dysfunction underlies in IS. Asymmetrical cortical

hyperexcitability may play an important role in the patho-

genesis of IS and represents an objective neurophysio-

logical finding that could be used clinically.
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Introduction

The aetiology of idiopathic scoliosis (IS) remains unknown;

however, there is a growing body of evidence suggesting that

spine deformity could be the musculoskeletal expression of a

subclinical nervous system disorder. Some clinical studies

have shown abnormalities in the balance control and pro-

prioception in scoliotic patients as compared with age- and

gender-matched healthy controls. Patients with IS have been

found to have abnormal postural perception [1–4], impaired

dynamic balance control [5], as well as angle joint repro-

duction asymmetries [6, 7]. Vibratory sensitivity has also

been found to be abnormal, increased [8, 9] or decreased [10]

in IS patients. Scoliotic curves have been experimentally

induced in animals by damaging the posterior horn and
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Clarke column [11], posterior column [12], dorsal nerve roots

[13, 14] and brain stem nuclei related to postural equilibrium

[15]. All these clinical and experimental observations support

the hypothesis that either a defective sensory input or an

anomalous sensory-motor integration might lead to an

abnormal modulation of the postural tone, which progres-

sively induces the development of a spinal deformity. Thus,

we propose an aetiopathogenic relation between dystonic

disorder and IS.

Several sensory system alterations have been found in

dystonic patients, suggesting that some dystonias could be

primarily due to a sensory disorder [16, 17].

The use of electric or magnetic paired pulse stimulation of

the cerebral motor cortex has been found to be an excellent

tool for the study of intracortical excitability [18]. An elec-

tric or a magneto-electric stimulus is capable of inducing

sufficient current within the brain to depolarize neurons and

evoke a muscular contraction by induction of cortico-spinal

volleys. The neural response to the cortical stimuli can be

modulated by other previous cortical stimuli acting as a

conditioning factor. Using transcranial magnetic stimulation

(TMS) for both conditioning and test stimuli, a physiological

inhibiting effect has been described on the evoked motor

responses at short (2–3 ms) interstimulus intervals (ISIs)

between the conditioning and the test stimuli. At longer

intervals (around 10–12 ms), the response to the test stimu-

lus is facilitated by the preceding conditioning stimulus

reflecting neuronal hyperexcitability [19, 20]. These pheno-

mena of interstimulus interactions have been related to the

activation of intracortical neuronal circuits [21, 22].

Several studies using paired pulse TMS have revealed

alterations of motor cortical excitability in some forms of

focal dystonia. Patients with idiopathic dystonia exhibit an

abnormal decrease in cortico-cortical inhibition [22–24].

This lower excitability of intracortical inhibitory circuits

has been therefore suggested to be in part responsible of the

inadequate motor control seen in dystonic patients. In

addition, proof-of-principle data reveal that repetitive

TMS, at parameters of frequency and intensity that enhance

intracortical inhibition, can transiently ameliorate symp-

toms in dystonia [25].

The study of cortical excitability using paired pulse

TMS in IS patients could strengthen the hypothesis relating

IS with an underlying dystonic disorder. The occurrence of

this motor control abnormality during the period of spine

growth could result in scoliotic deformity. If so, these

findings could lead to novel therapeutic interventions.

Patients and methods

Twenty-two subjects were included in this study: nine

adolescents with IS, five with congenital scoliosis (CS) and

eight age-matched healthy controls. The three groups had a

similar mean age: 14.3 years (SD 1.6) for the IS group; 14.

2 years (SD 1.2) for the congenital scoliosis group; and

14.0 years (SD 0.7) for the control group. All scoliotic

curves were right thoracic in the IS group with an average

deformity of 478 Cobb (438–688). The Risser sign was less

than four in all cases. The age of detection of the deformity

was 11 years or later. At the time of study, seven IS

patients were under brace-wearing treatment and were in

waiting list for surgical correction. One participant had

already been operated on. In cases with CS, curves were

caused by mixed defects in vertebral formation and seg-

mentation [26]. One CS patient had right thoracic curve,

one left thoracic, one double thoracic and two patients right

thoracic and left lumbar. The mean magnitude of the

curves was 428 Cobb (378–508). Patients had no other

pathologic antecedents, and the medical and neurological

exams (other than for the spine deformity) were completely

normal in all participants. In two IS patients with rapid

progression, a brain and spine magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) exam did not reveal any abnormality. All five CS

patients underwent MRI exams (including brain imaging)

that did not revealed medular and brain stem pathology.

Healthy teenagers were recruited as healthy controls.

Prior to inclusion in the study, an orthopaedic exam failed

to detect any spine deformities in any of these adolescents.

Medical and neurological exams were similarly unre-

markable and none had a history of significant illnesses or

previous neurological disease.

All subjects gave their written informed consent (or

assent) to the study and their parents did too. The study had

been approved by the local ethics committee.

Paired pulse TMS was used to study cortico-cortical

inhibition as described by Ridding et al. [22]. Stimuli were

applied using a Dantec Twintop (Medtronic, Minneappolis,

MN) equipped with a focal eight-shaped coil. Subjects sat

comfortably on an armchair and were requested to be

relaxed. TMS was applied to the motor cortex and evoked

motor potentials were recorded from the contralateral

abductor pollicis brevis (APB) muscle using pairs of sur-

face electrodes. A comparison of right and left hemispheres

was performed in each group and among groups. The

duration of the TMS study was around 60 min per patient.

Threshold level

We followed the guidelines endorsed by the International

Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. The stimulation

coil was moved over the scalp around the motor cortex in

order to identify the optimal scalp position over which

TMS induced motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) of maximal

amplitude in the contralateral APB. The coil was held

tangentially to the scalp with the handle pointing
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posteriorly and oriented 458 laterally from the mid-sagittal

plane. In this position, the induced current is approximately

perpendicular to the central sulcus and flows posterior to

anterior thus inducing MEPs of maximal amplitude.

Threshold intensity was determined by progressively

decreasing the intensity of the TMS discharge, expressed as

percentage of the maximal capacity of the stimulator.

Motor threshold intensity was considered as the minimum

intensity required to induce a motor response higher than

50 lv peak-to-peak amplitude in at least five out of ten

trials.

Intracortical excitability: paired pulse curve

determination

Paired pulse TMS was performed as follows: First, we

recorded ten MEPs with the test stimulus alone in order to

define a baseline. The average MEP peak-to-peak

amplitude of these baseline responses was used to quan-

tify the effect of the conditioning stimuli on the test

stimuli. Then, we recorded responses to pairs of stimuli

with a variable ISI, with a subthreshold TMS pulse

(conditioning stimulus) followed by a second supra-

threshold discharge (test stimulus). The conditioning

stimulus intensity was set at 80% of the intensity of the

test stimulus and thus, the conditioning stimulus alone

failed to evoke measurable MEPs. The test stimulus was

set at approximately 120% of resting motor threshold and

calibrated to induce MEPs with a peak-to-peak amplitude

of approximately 1.0 mV. The effect of the conditioning

stimulus on the test stimulus was examined at various

ISIs (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15 and 20 ms). At each inter-

estimulus interval, ten MEPs were recorded and averaged

off-line. Pairs of stimuli were applied separated by at

least 7 s to avoid carry-over effects. The order of the pairs

with various ISIs was random. Similarly, the order of the

hemispheres tested was randomly assigned and counter-

balanced across subjects.

MEPs were recorded using an AD conversion tablet

(digitization rate at 5 Hz) and the Maclab program

(ADInstruments Ltd, Hastings, UK). For the analysis of

data, peak-to-peak amplitudes and area under the curve for

each MEP were measured, and measurements then

expressed as percentage of the change from the average of

the ten baseline MEPs were recorded in response to the test

stimulus alone. Latency of the MEPs was also measured.

From the paired pulse curve, it is possible to identify two

distinct phases that are referred to as short-interval intra-

cortical inhibition (SICI) and intracortical facilitation (ICF)

[20–24]. The SICI represents an inhibition phase with ISIs

from 1 to 6 ms, maximally around 3 ms. ICF refers to a

facilitation phase with ISIs greater than 6 ms, generally

maximal around 10–12 ms. We calculated SICI and ICF for

each subject and hemisphere and compared them across

groups.

The sample size of the study was calculated using the

SISA program [27]. Considering results in the inhibitory

phase previously reported by Ridding [22] in dystonic

patients compared with normal controls [dystonic: average

supression 80 (SD 17), control 50 (SD 15)], for an alpha

value of 0.05 and beta power of 0.8, we determined that

five subjects per group were needed.

Results were statistically analysed with the SPSS 10.0

package. Overall, multivariate ANOVA test with Tukey0s
post hoc test was performed in order to compare groups for

the effect of the conditioning stimulus on cortical exci-

tability. This analysis was carried out using three different

approaches: first, the evoked potentials induced by paired

stimulation were analysed separately for each ISI; second,

the average MEP magnitude of all combined intervals was

compared; and third, the magnitude of SICI and ICF were

compared across study groups. For comparisons between

hemispheres within groups, Student t-test was used. P

values lower than 0.05 were considered as reflecting sta-

tistical significance.

Results

Thresholds, single stimulation and latencies

There were no differences between patients with IS, patients

with CS and healthy controls in motor threshold, and no

differences in motor threshold across hemispheres in any of

the subject groups. The amplitude of the MEPs as well as

their latency was not significantly different across groups.

Paired pulse testing

When the amplitude of the evoked potentials were studied

along the whole ISIs (from 1 to 20 ms), there was a sta-

tistically significant difference at the left hemisphere

between patients with IS and both group of patients with

congenital scoliosis and healthy controls (Table 1).

Patients with IS showed a significantly greater average

amplitude of the MEPs elicited by left hemispheric stimu-

lation (average whole ISI left hemisphere: IS 149.50, SD

48.87; CS 76.89, SD 23.25; control 73.67, SD 39.40; F

10.90 P = 0.001; post hoc: IS-CS P = 0.001, IS-control

P = 0.02, CS-control P = 0.982). In right hemisphere, IS

showed a slight increase in the average of all ISI potentials

but without statistical significance (average whole ISI right

hemisphere: IS 100.54, SD 40.53; CS 65.88 SD 29.54;

control 72.52, SD 40.84; F 3.279, P = 0.062). Figure 1

shows the progression of the facilitation–inhibition curve at

each ISI applied.
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The paired pulse curves for each group are shown in

Fig. 1 for right and left hemispheres (Figs. 1, 2). Patients

with congenital scoliosis and healthy controls showed a

similar amount of SICI in the right and left hemispheres.

Comparison of SICI and ICF across hemispheres failed to

reveal significant difference in these two groups (Fig. 2;

P [ 0.05). However, patients with IS showed a significant

interhemispheric asymmetry. First, MEP amplitude, col-

lapsing across all ISIs, was significantly greater in the left

than the right hemisphere (Fig. 1; P = 0.01). In addition,

SICI was significantly lesser in the left than the right

hemisphere in IS patients (Fig. 2; P = 0.006). Finally, ICF

was significantly greater in the left hemisphere as com-

pared to the right (Fig. 2; P = 0.01).

Comparing across groups, the amount of SICI in the left

hemisphere was significantly greater for the patients with

IS than the patients with congenital scoliosis or the healthy

controls (Fig. 2; average IS 112.6% ± 29.5; controls

44.7% ± 25.3; congenital 65.4% ± 17.1; F 7.200 P =

0.006, post-hoc IS-IC P = 0.018; IS-control P = 0.001;

CS-control P = 0.576). The amount of SICI in the right

hemisphere also tended to be greater in patients with IS

than in the other groups, but this did not show statistical

significance (Fig. 2; average IS 68.5% SD 18.5; controls

42.4% SD 21.8; congenital 43.8% SD 10.0, F 2.961,

P = 0.079).

ICF was also significantly larger in the left hemisphere

in patients with IS as compared to both healthy controls

and patients with congenital scoliosis (Fig. 2; average

IS 195.7% ± 9.8; control 109.8% ± 12.2; congenital

91.2% ± 23.6; F 7.119, P = 0.006; post hoc IS-CS

P = 0.01; IS-control P = 0.05; CS-control P = 0.686).

In the right hemisphere, ICF also tended to be greater in

IS patients but this did not reach statistical signifi-

cance (Figs. 2, 3; average IS 140.6% ± 8.0; control

110.1% ± 20.5; congenital 93.4% ± 19.3; F 1.397,

P = 0.274).

Discussion

This study demonstrates that patients with IS show a sig-

nificant hemispheric asymmetry in cortical excitability as

characterized by short-latency cortico-cortical inhibition

(SICI) and ICF after paired pulse stimulation of the motor

cortex. The reduction of SICI reflects a relative decrease of

the intracortical inhibition circuits at the motor cortex. A

similar abnormal motor cortex excitability has previously

been described in patients with dystonia using the same

paired pulse TMS technique [22–25]. The inappropriately

increased motor activity, which is characteristic of dystonic

patients, has been related to an unbalanced cortico-cortical

Table 1 Summary of the results on MEPs induced by paired pulse TMS at different ISIs in all three groups of subjects

ISI (ms) Hemisphere Idiopatic (SD) Congenital (SD) Control (SD) Sig

F P

1 Right hem 55.1 (44.2) 27.6 (7.2) 15.3 (5.8) 3.68 0.05

Left hem 77.9 (43.8) 63.5 (24.4) 21.6 (9.9) 6.81 0.007

2 Right hem 46.8 (29.0) 49.2 (50.7) 42.63 (24.3) 0.64 0.94

Left hem 91.6 (43.6) 51.7 (39.3) 28.8 (15.2) 7.22 0.005

3 Right hem 66.0 (39.1) 42.6 (22.2) 29.1 (20.9) 3.074 0.73

Left hem 127.3 (75.2) 59.2 (40.6) 28.9 (12.2) 7.24 0.005

4 Right hem 89.0 (70.6) 46.1 (43.7) 53.4 (25.1) 1.24 0.31

Left hem 113.3 (54.7) 57.5 (48.1) 69.7 (49.0) 1.98 0.17

6 Right hem 85.4 (33.9) 53.7 (12.7) 71.9 (29.1) 1.33 0.29

Left hem 152.8 (39.9) 95.1 (28. 6) 74.6 (42.0) 8.58 0.003

8 Right hem 133.2 (63.4) 67.9 (54.6) 88.7 (33.1) 2.49 0.11

Left hem 187.6 (70.0) 76.9 (79.7) 101.8 (56.9) 4.70 0.03

10 Right hem 135.3 (33.9) 95.2 (78.1) 96.9 (36.0) 1.91 0.18

Left hem 187.2 (58.0) 79.8 (91.5) 102.0 (51.0) 5.82 0.013

15 Right hem 143.5 (34.3) 95.9 (95.1) 124.0 (60.0) 0.87 0.44

Left hem 201.3 (56.5) 81.8 (82.8) 108.0 (54.6) 7.05 0.006

20 Right hem 150.7 (50.1) 114.8 (81.7) 130.9 (68.4) 0.45 0.65

Left hem 206.5 (63.1) 126.5 (19.3) 127.6 (46.3) 5.04 0.02

Values represent the percentage area under the curve as compared with the MEPs to the test TMS pulses alone

ISI interstimuli interval
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modulation with decreased intracortical motor inhibition.

Our results support the hypothesis that a dystonic disorder

might underlay the pathogenesis of IS. A deregulation

with hemispheric asymmetry in the modulation of the

motor activity controlling spine posture at intracorti-

cal level could be the cause of progressive scoliotic

deformity.

In the last decades, several lines of evidence have

revealed a sensory disorder at various CNS levels in

patients with IS. Several authors have found alterations of

proprioception and equilibrium control in scoliotic patients

[1, 3–10, 28]. Yamada [29] suggested that any disruption in

the postural reflex system might induce scoliosis. Dys-

function of the posterior columns, reflected by a disorder in

the vibratory and postural perceptions has been proposed

by several authors [8, 9] as a primary etiologic factor in IS.

Some clinical studies in patients with IS using somato-

sensory evoked potentials, which primarily monitor the

function of the posterior columns, failed to find any

asymmetry in IS patients or difference as compared to

healthy controls [30, 31] while other studies have found

abnormalities [5, 32]. Postural tone, equilibrium and pro-

prioception are mediated by the posterior columns,

vestibular nuclei and visual afferences. All these functions

require a correct integration at cortical level. In fact, the

alterations of the postural and ocular motor control found

in IS have been suggested to be due to abnormal processing

of sensory afferences at cerebral cortex, and not to con-

duction disturbances [2, 30, 32, 33]. Ultimately, a sensory

alteration is likely to impact on motor control, given the

necessary tight coupling of sensorimotor integration.

Indeed, similar to IS, disturbances of sensory control

and sensorimotor integration have been described in dys-

tonia as well, and a number of reports argue for the pres-

ence of a primary subclinical sensory deficit in this disease

[34, 35]. Abnormal processing or integration of proprio-

ceptive input at central level, which can lead to or be

expressed by inadequate control of motor output, has been

proposed as a possible pathogenic mechanism of dystonia

[16, 17, 36].
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Fig. 1 MEPs during paired pulse TMS according to ISI between

conditioning and test stimuli. The graph displays average area under

the curve for each subject group as percentage of baseline results for

the MEPs evoked by the test stimuli alone
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Fig. 2 Short-latency intracortical inhibition (SICI) and ICF in right

and left hemispheres in the three groups of subjects. Bars average area

under the curve of the MEPs normalized to the responses to the test

stimuli alone. The clear hemispheric asymmetry in the idiopathic

scoliosis patients for both SICI (P = 0.006) and ICF (P = 0.01)
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The relationship between scoliosis and dystonia seems

to be reinforced by their association in human clinic.

Patients with idiopathic cervical dystonia, a most frequent

focal dystonia, develop scoliosis in 39% of cases [37].

Furthermore, scoliosis develops in late childhood or early

puberty more frequently among patients with cervical

dystonia [38]. Scoliosis is a constant finding in severe

forms of dystonia such as dystonia musculorum deformans,

and also in other forms of generalized dystonia [39, 40].

Sometimes, scoliosis is the first sign of a dystonia and the

deformity progression can be controlled after treating the

dystonia, for example, with L-dopa [41, 42].

A similar alteration in cortical motor excitability to that

found in patients with IS has been also described in patients

with Parkinson’s disease [43, 44]. The incidence of scolio-

sis in Parkinson patients is higher than in the normal

population varying from 33 to 90% [45–47]. The scoliotic

deformity in patients with Parkinsonism is not related

to age, disease stage, duration of symptoms, response to

L-dopa or the presence of dyscinesia [47].

Normal adults do not normally show significant differ-

ences in paired pulse responses to TMS between left and

right hemispheres [48]. In our study, healthy adolescents

and congenital scoliosis patients also did not show asym-

metry in SICI or ICF. The asymmetric intracortical modu-

lation found in IS patients after paired pulse TMS is a new

finding not previously described. Left hemisphere showed

a lower cortico-cortical inhibition after short ISIs (\6 ms),

and a greater facilitation after long intervals (from 8 to

20 ms). In a study with six dystonic patients, all of them

showed decreased cortico-cortical inhibition in the affected

hemisphere but in four patients there was a normal intra-

cortical inhibition in the nondystonic hand area [49]. Ear-

lier studies on patients with idiopathic dystonia using

paired pulse TMS demonstrated the same cortico-cortical

inhibition abnormality but failed to encounter hemispheric

asymmetry, even though the dystonic symptoms were

clearly lateralized [22]. These findings were thought to

reflect a bilateral subclinical neurophysiologic disorder.

However, using supra-threshold conditioning and test

stimuli, the inhibitory effect was reduced more in the

symptomatic than in the asymptomatic hemisphere [50].

Maybe the degree of hemispheric asymmetry in intracor-

tical modulation is greater in IS. This is consistent with

studies that have shown asymmetries in perceptual and

cognitive processes suggestive of a greater degree of left–

right asymmetry throughout the cortical organization of IS

patients [32]. Lao et al. [5] found asymmetries in the gait

parameters associated with the direction of the curve, but

only in IS patients with abnormal tibial somatocortical

evoked potentials. This suggests that impairment of the

somatosensory pathway may lead to poorer balance control

under dynamic situations.

Kimiskidis [51] used single pulse TMS in IS patients as

compared with normal controls and failed to find asym-

metries in the threshold, amplitude or latency of upper limb

motor potentials amplitude. Kimiskidis also examined the

TMS-induced silent period, a measure of GABA-B modu-

lation, and found that IS patients showed a slightly shorter

silent period in left hemisphere than controls. The findings

did not reach statistical significance, but point to a similar

hemispheric asymmetry as we found in our study. Paired

pulse TMS at short ISI and single pulse TMS-induced

silent periods explore slightly different aspects of cortical

inhibition. Short ISI-paired pulse TMS inhibition is thought

to reflect cortical GABA-A inhibitory circuits [52] while

silent period inhibition has a spinal component in its first

part and a cortical in its later part which reflects GABA-B

inhibitory circuits [53, 54]. Thus, put together, the findings

by Kimiskidis and us, suggest that while there is a hemi-

spheric asymmetry in intracortical inhibition in IS, GABA-

A circuits are primarily affected over GABA-B circuits.

Some studies in focal hand dystonia have revealed a similar

Fig. 3 Example of MEPs obtained with single pulse TMS and at

various ISI in a healthy control and a idiopathic scoliosis patient
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dissociation in TMS-induced silent period and SICI [24,

55, 56], as well as shown task-dependent alteration of

intracortical inhibition [25, 57].

A methodological objection that could be raised against

our work is that motor cortical inhibition and facilitation

were investigated on muscles that are not implicated in

spine function. The major reasons for recording evoked

potentials at the APB were the proven reliability of the

technique, the fact that these cortical inhibition–facilitation

phenomena after TMS have been previously well charac-

terized in this muscle, and the fact that spinal segmental

circuits play a minor role in the cortica-spinal projection to

the hand, so that cortical excitability modulation provides a

more direct reflection of motor output. Chen et al. [50]

have shown that the paired pulse modulation of cortical

excitability is a generalized phenomenon, being present in

multiple assessed muscles. Therefore, it seems reasonable

to assume that our findings can be extrapolated to other

muscle groups and that the findings in the APB ultimately

reflect a more widespread disturbance.

An important question that should be raised is whether our

findings are cause or consequence of the spinal deformity. One

interpretation could be to relate the abnormal hyperexci-

tability with the acquired skeletal deformity, which is assumed

that neurophysiologic findings are induced by the spinal

curve. The abnormal posture might provoke asymmetric

proprioceptive afferences, which might induce changes in the

cortical excitability. In our study, to control for this possibility,

we included a group of patients with congenital scoliosis

caused by different well-defined vertebral malformations. The

reduced cortico-cortical inhibition pattern found in IS patients

was not present in patients with congenital scoliosis despite

the fact that the spine curvature was similar. In fact, the neuro-

physiologic findings obtained in patients with congenital

scoliosis were similar to those in healthy controls. Therefore,

the cortical hyperexcitability found in our series of patients

with IS cannot be attributed to spinal deformity.

The results of this study represent an objective neuro-

physiologic finding of a neurologic dysfunction in IS that

could help understand its aetiology. We only studied patients

with severe curves and quite typical clinical manifestations,

e.g. right thoracic curves. Thus, it is attractive to entertain the

notion that our findings of asymmetric intracortical exci-

tability could serve as a progression marker for IS. Future

studies will examine whether paired pulse TMS can be used as

a predictor of progression of spinal deformity in IS.
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